
Hotel occupancy rates in Europe grew slightly in the

year-to-September, up 0.4% compared to the same

period a year ago.

Special Feature:

Brexit Developments

 

 

A ‘no-deal’ Brexit would cause a 7% drop in UK outbound

trips in 2020 and an 8% drop in 2021, relative to baseline

projections. This equates to approximately 8 million fewer

outbound trips by UK residents in 2021.

 

Turkey was the fastest growing European

destination for travel demand from India.

Although consumer spending has slowed in Russia, 3 in 4
destinations reported growth of Russian arrivals or nights
over summer.

Fastest growth in tourist arrivals from Japan was

seen in Monaco (+37%), Turkey (+32%), Spain

(+28%) and Slovakia (+24%).  

17 out of 30 reporting countries saw an increase of at

least 15% in either tourist arrivals or nights from China. 

Despite a wobbly world economy, European tourism demand remains stable and in positive

territory. Prolonged US-China trade disputes are weighing down on global growth while, despite the

recently agreed extension until January 2020, tourism industry fears around a make-or-break

Brexit withdrawal deal remain. Although external risks are failing to dissipate, destinations

continue to grow at a modest pace and the overarching regional outlook remains unchanged (3-4%

in international tourist arrivals 2019).

Trends & Prospects - Q3/2019
European Tourism: 

The average daily rate (ADR) was 4.0% lower compared

to a year ago. This led to a 3.6% decline in RevPAR.

Europe remains an attractive destination for US travellers on

account of the strong dollar relative to the pound and euro.

Data Sources: TourMIS, Tourism Economics, STR Global, IATA

Slovakia was the fastest growing destination for

Canadian travel demand (+45%).
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Industry Performance

Global air transport, measured in Revenue Passenger

Kilometres (RPK), grew 4.1% between June and August

2019, below the 6.1% average over the past 10 years.
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+9.3%
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Demand in Key Overseas Markets Remains Strong

Europe's top growth destinations 

EUROPEAN DESTINATIONS EXHIBITED A SLOW BUT STEADY EXPANSION  OVER THE SUMMER

International tourist arrivals and overnights

 

The impact on UK inbound travel is estimated to be much

smaller, with the positive economic impact from weaker

sterling partly offsetting negative sentiment effects.

Spain is the most heavily impacted country in traveller

volumes (-1.6 million tourists in 2021), and Ireland the most

in percentage terms (-5% in 2021).

 Slovakia +9.0%

In Europe, air passenger growth is 5.4%, but is slowing

more sharply than any other region. 

 Luxembourg   +10.1%

Despite concerns of slowing global demand,

accommodation performance was relatively positive

across all regions based on year-to-date figures until

September.

 

(2019 YTD*, % change to a year ago) (tourist arrivals, % change to a year ago)

Turkey (+32%), Cyprus (+24%), Greece (+21%) and

Portugal (+21%)  recorded the highest rates of

growth in arrivals from this market.

Growth was also significant in Lithuania

(+39%), Turkey (+31%) and Slovenia (+21%).

Strong growth in arrivals were seen in Slovakia

(+31%), Serbia (+30%), Belgium (+22%) and the

Netherlands (+21%).

 

Indian arrivals to Turkey increased by +54%. The

'Destination Turkey' roadshow and the new direct

route between Delhi and Istanbul are some of the

factors contributing to this growth. 
 

 

Montenegro (+105%), Monaco (+46%) and Serbia

(+42%) saw notable increases in arrivals, together with

Cyprus (+38%), Lithuania (+37%) and Croatia (+31%). 

The special 10-day holiday in Japan in spring

boosted the travel demand to Europe.

Source: TourMIS     *date varies (Jan-Sep) by destination
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